24 July 83

1) Complaining not getting best material from CDC

2) Did not know or tell of H720-111 at this time

3) Warning CDC to not go independently, because of AIDS
3 mol cells examined

*1 - ± 1720-17 pseudoblastophob
*1 - ± H-20-13 agamant.
*1 - like M0 - concerned that
Antw/M0 will be M0 - bad

Hoping to can attack specific
problems:
- homophobics;
- family

#3 "Keep away from "origin" of AIDS
independently"

Tells in concise way

His lack of collaboration was detrimental

Bob was a collaborator

Ex: Haddow & Mullins
Not applicable

CT114 & Mullins: Bob recovers
as running "fosses stuff"

Advice:
1) Cabraida: + specific, may
2) Collaborate:
- new appt. = calls;
- we can do it;
- Bob to help or help
- do it"